SERIES 200X & 300X CABLE RAILING SYSTEM

5500 SE ALEXANDER ST. HILLSBORO OR. 97123
PH. 503-356-0959 FAX 503-356-8478
www.aluminumrailing.com
TYP. FASCIA MOUNT TO WOOD CONNECTION

TYP. SURFACE MOUNT TO WOOD CONNECTION

TYP. SURFACE MOUNT TO CONCRETE CONNECTION

TYP. FASCIA MOUNT TO WOOD CONNECTION

TYP. FASCIA MOUNT TO CONCRETE CONNECTION

NOTE: DO NOT INSTALL UNTIL POSTS AND RAILS ARE INSTALLED AND ALIGNED

NOTE: CORNER POSTS FASCIA CONNECTIONS SIMILAR

NOTE: CORNER POSTS FASCIA CONNECTIONS SIMILAR

WORLD CLASS ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS
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CONNECTION DETAILS

- TYP. TOP RAIL END CONNECTION
- TYP. TOP RAIL INLINE CONNECTION
- TYP. TOP RAIL CORNER CONNECTION
- TYP. TOP RAIL INFILL CONNECTION
- TYP. CABLE CONNECTION
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